
Unit10
Shopping 58

Listening
Taking something 
back to a shop 60

Reading
Out of the black, into 
the red! 59

Using Grammar
Negative sentences:You don’t think it’s a bit extravagant? You don’t think it’s 
a bit flimsy? I wouldn’t go that far … 61

Using Vocabulary
The black economy: a tout, counterfeit DVDs, fiddle your tax return … 58
Problems with things you buy: It was chipped.The picture was fuzzy … 59
Being sarcastic: That’s just fantastic, that is! My heart bleeds, it really does … 60
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Unit6
Disasters 34

Listening
Twisters and 
earthquakes 35

Reading
Foreign aid and 
charity 36

Using Grammar
Reporting speech: She’s been nagging me for weeks to clean the car.The 
board flatly rejected them … 35

Using Vocabulary
The effects of disasters: It was flash flooding. It was burnt to the ground.
There was an almighty bang … 34
Newspapers: gutter press, the obituaries, a big circulation … 36
Word building: expert, expertise, close, closure … 37
Charities: lobby the government, distribute books to schools … 37

Unit7
Hair and
beauty 44

Listening
Five conversations 44

Reading
I feel like a whole 
new person! 47

Using Grammar
Auxiliaries: No wonder it’s come out the way it has! 45
Have it done: I’m going to have a crown fitted next week. 45
Adverbs that modify adjectives: socially acceptable, blissfully happy … 46
Using Vocabulary
Body collocations (1): mad staring eyes, bushy eyebrows, delicate hands … 44
Body collocations (2): pluck my eyebrows, wax my legs … 44

Unit 8
Politics and
elections 48

Listening
Politics and elections 
in Britain 48

Reading
The politics of
persuasion 51

Using Grammar
Sentences starting with What: What annoys me most, what concerns 
me … 49

Using Vocabulary
Collocations: crack a joke, a cabinet meeting 50

Unit 9
Weather and
environment

54

Listening
Problems with the
weather 54

Reading
Storms of Protest! 56

Using Grammar
Conditional sentences: The country would just grind to a halt. If we don’t 
face up to it, we’re going to regret it … 57

Using Vocabulary
Talking about the weather: Did you get caught in that shower earlier? 
It’s going to chuck it down any minute. A howling wind … 54
Weather problems: We got snowed in.There was a huge tailback.
I got soaked … 55
Similes: The pitch was like a mudbath. He treats her like dirt … 55
Word building and collocations: commerce, commercially viable, subsidy,
heavily subsidised 57

Writing skills
Planning 38
Structuring your ideas 39

Writing:
Putting your 
point of 
view 38

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Writing your introductory paragraph: burning issue, recent studies,
alarming increase … 39
Showing your attitude: Research has suggested. Research has shown … 39

Writing skills
Structuring 
introductions 53

Writing:
Introductions
to essays 52

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Describing changes: Sales of CDs have slumped.There has been a steady 
decline in the birth rate … 52
Cause or result: The problems stem from a lack of investment.The internet 
has given rise to a number of legal problems … 52

Review: Units 1–6 40
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Writing skills
Planning and writing a
letter of complaint 63

Writing:
Letters of
complaint 62

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Useful expressions: failed to address my other complaints, a totally inadequate
response, adding insult to injury … 63
Not only …: Not only was the train late, but … At no time did anyone 
tell me … 63
According to …: According to your leaflet … 63

Unit11
Relationships

64
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Using Grammar
must / might / can’t: It must have been something fairly major. She might be
annoyed about something. She can’t be coming … 64
She’s not exactly: He’s not exactly the most tolerant person I’ve met. He 
didn’t exactly cover himself in glory … 66
I wish you wouldn’t do that!: I just wish he’d think about us a bit more.
I wish you wouldn’t get so worked up … 67

Using Vocabulary
Reporting conversations: She nearly bit my head off. She confirmed my 
worst suspicions.We had a bit of a heart to heart … 65
Having an argument: I’ve had it up to here with him.What’s that supposed 
to mean … 66

Unit12
Economics
and finance

68

Listening
The new tiger 
economy 69

Reading
Lenders and 
borrowers – all are 
we! 70

Using Grammar
Auxiliaries and modals: I really regret I ever did, I just wish I hadn’t,
I wish I could … 71

Using Vocabulary
Talking about the quality of life: Women’s wages still lag behind men’s.
New businesses are springing up everywhere … 68
Voicing your opinion: I have a few slight reservations. I’m fundamentally 
opposed to it … 69
How’s business?: We’ve been inundated with orders.We’re really struggling … 71

Listening
They must’ve had some
kind of falling out 64

Reading
They’re just good-for-
nothing layabouts! 67

Unit13
Books, films 
and music 78

Listening
Four films 78

Reading
What’s on? 81

Using Grammar
Unreal conditionals 1: If I’d been in Britain, I would’ve … I would if our car 
wasn’t being repaired … 79
Unreal conditionals 2:You should’ve told me. I would’ve got you 
something … 79
Keeping your options open: I’ve vaguely arranged to go out. I’m supposed 
to be going out … 80

Using Vocabulary
Describing films: convoluted, explicit, soppy … 78
Describing scenes of films: I was literally squirming in my seat.The opening
fifteen minutes were brilliant … 79
Collocations: up-and-coming director, retro style, experimental music … 80

Writing skills
Starting and ending
anecdotes 72

Writing:
Anecdotes
and stories 72

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Using tenses in anecdotes and stories: We’d just been to a meeting.
While we were talking … The guy suddenly shouts …  73
Ways of doing things: The car shot out of a side road. I glared at him.
I sneaked down the stairs … 73

Review: Units 7–12 74

Unit14
War and
peace 82

Listening
Intervention or not 83

Reading
Us and them? 85

Using Vocabulary
Talking about war and terrorism: They’ve called a ceasefire.They’re 
stepping up their campaign … 82
War reporting: It’s very one-sided.They carried out precision bombings … 83
Collocations: full-scale riots, a breeding ground, abandon the policy, provoke a
backlash … 84
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Listening
Four ceremonies 88

Reading
We are all different,
we are all the same! 90

Listening
Talking about health 
and medicine 93

Reading
UK designer baby
given the go-ahead 
and other stories 94

Using Grammar
Perfect tenses: I’d been starting to find, I haven’t looked back since … 93

Using Vocabulary
Medical problems: I get chronic migraines. I get terrible hay fever … 92
Acronyms: AIDS, CJD, ME … 92
Medical issues: vivisection, cloning, donating blood … 94
Discussing medical ethics: It’s a slippery slope.The whole thing’s a minefield.
It’s progress … 95
Word-building: age, ageing, rely, reliance 95

Listening
Seeing the funny side 98

Reading
Some jokes 100
Political correctness 101

Using Grammar
Tenses and jokes: This woman accompanies her husband to the doctor’s
office.The doctor says, “There’s something you can do” … 100

Using Vocabulary
Describing people’s sense of humour: She’s got a really infectious laugh,
a very dry sense of humour. She cracks a lot of jokes … 98
Ways of laughing: I got the giggles. I had tears rolling down my face … 98
Idioms: It was a joke! They had me in stitches. Don’t make me laugh! 99
Talking about comedy: It’s a spoof horror. It’s all just puerile lavatorial 
humour … 99

Unit15
Ceremonies,
celebrations
and culture 88

Unit16
Health and
medicine 92

Unit17
Humour 98

Using Grammar
-ever: however hard I try, whatever he told you … 89
It’s not as though: It’s not as if he doesn’t know you. It’s just that we don’t 
need it … 89
Considering: considering how little I studied, considering how much money 
they spent … 91

Using Vocabulary
Ceremonies: an opening ceremony, a graduation ceremony, lavish, solemn,
elaborate … 88
Death, wills and funerals: Can you pass on my condolences? She’s still 
grieving for him … 89
Prefixes: anti-, hyper-, post- … 91

Writing skills
Describing charts 87

Writing:
Describing
visual
information 86

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Commenting on visual data: As can be seen from this chart … As revealed 
by these figures … 86
Interpreting research data: the results indicate, the results establish,
figure 8 clearly depicts, it helps to clarify … 86
Describing numbers: the overwhelming majority, an insignificant number … 87
Relative clauses: of whom, of which 87

Writing skills
Planning and writing a
book review 97

Writing:
Book reviews

96

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Describing books: It’s a witty satire of modern political life. It’s puerile and
offensive. It’s a riveting read … 96
Adjectival clauses: blessed with supernatural powers, revolving around a love
triangle … 97
Adverbial modifiers: emotionally devastating, vitally important, highly 
controversial … 97

Unit18
Crime 102

Listening
Did I tell you … ? 104

Reading
You be the judge 103

Using Grammar
Passives: I had my car broken into.Two men have been arrested. He got 
beaten up … 105

Using Vocabulary
Crimes: armed robbery, reckless driving, GBH 102
Verdicts and sentencing: detained in police custody, released on bail … 102
Collocations: gross misconduct, crucial factor, internal investigation,
numerous occasions … 103
Idioms: She lets him get away with murder. It’s daylight robbery … 105
Talking about crimes: park on a double yellow line, hold him up at 
knifepoint, forge his signature … 104



Writing skills
Writing a letter giving
instructions and 
advice 107

Writing:
Giving
instructions
and advice 106

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Clarifying: Did you want me to feed the dog and if so, what … ?
You mentioned there’s a pool, but you didn’t say … 107
Giving advice: I’d steer clear of the town centre. If you’ve never been camping 
before, I wouldn’t recommend … 107
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Unit19
Sport and
fitness 112

Using Grammar
Expressing degrees of certainty: I hope they do better next time.
The likelihood is that the Conservatives will win … 115

Using Vocabulary
Idioms: we don’t have a level playing field, that’s par for the course … 113
Discussing players and teams: She lacks a certain self-belief. He must be 
on something. He’s really underrated … 114
Talking about sports and keeping fit: I’m a bit obsessive about it.There 
was a really strong undertow … 115

Unit20
Belief 116

Listening
Being a Jehovah’s 
Witness 117

Reading
Feel the force! 118

Using Grammar
Verb patterns: He refuses to moralise. I confessed to stealing money … 117

Using Vocabulary
Talking about religion: I was brought up a Catholic. I’d have to say I’m 
agnostic. I’m not as devout as some people … 116
Practising your faith: I’m fasting at the moment. I believe in reincarnation.
I’ve given up chocolate for Lent … 116

Listening
It’s so tribal 114

Reading
Keeping the sports
haters onside 112

Unit21
Travel and
tourism 122

Listening
Four bad experiences in
cars 123

Reading
Have a break from
holidays 124

Using Grammar
Wouldn’t: He wouldn’t change his mind.You wouldn’t want to bump into him 
on a dark night … 123
Out of habit: They do it out of sheer boredom.They did it out of frustration … 125

Using Vocabulary
Different kinds of vehicles: a manual, a convertible, a limo … 122
Parts of a car: headlights, indicator, wing mirror, accelerator, steering wheel,
clutch … 122
Talking about cars and driving: He didn’t dip his headlights. It was 
bucketing down and the windscreen wipers wouldn’t work … 123
Debating: I know what you mean. I agree up to a point but … 125

Writing skills
Planning and writing an
e-mail requesting
information 121

Writing:
Making
requests and
enquiries 120

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Stating your purpose: I’m writing to request, I’m writing to inform you … 120
Softening: You couldn’t … could you? You wouldn’t happen to know … 120

Unit22
Youth and
experience 126

Listening
A newborn baby 126
Different generations 128

Reading
Pensioners: the new
generation 128

Using Grammar
No wonder: No wonder the kid’s such a brat! No wonder he’s so popular … 127
Expressions with no: I’ve no burning desire to have children.There’s no sign 
of him changing his mind … 127

Using Vocabulary
Describing people at different ages: She’s a real handful. He’s really 
shot up. She smothers them … 126
Talking about elderly people: He’s hard of hearing. She’s stuck in her 
ways. He’s a bit of a bigot … 126
Idioms: make a song and dance about it, a nice nest egg, go to the dogs,
be young at heart … 129

Writing skills
Paragraphing and 
topic sentences 130

Writing:
Reports 130

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Referring to things: price-wise, as far as the price was concerned … 131
Rating things: be compared unfavourably, score badly … 131
Making formal recommendations: I would strongly recommend, the 
décor desperately needs … 131
Reporting people’s responses: It was felt …, several people voiced their 
concerns about … 131

Review: Units 13–18 108



Listening
I really put my foot 
in it 132

Reading
Taboo or not taboo? 134

Using Grammar
No sooner had … than … : No sooner had I finished the sentence than this
awkward silence fell … 133
Given: Given the current political situation, given the amount he eats … 135

Using Vocabulary
Awkward situations: It was a slip of the tongue. I must have hit a raw nerve.
It’s a potential minefield … 132
Loan words: a major faux pas, it’s de rigueur, there was a coup … 133
Word building: suppose, supposedly, offend, offensive … 135
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Listening
Keeping up with the
celebrity gossip 138

Reading
Where are they 
now? 137

Using Grammar
Question tags: You are just winding us up, aren’t you? It was him, was it? 
I might’ve known! … 139

Using Vocabulary
Describing why people were famous: He was a one-hit wonder. She had 
a fling with a government minister … 136
Changing word class: He’s a complete nobody.There was a big awards do … 138
It’s a scandal: His wife’s chucked him out.There was some exposé in the paper.
She was outed in the paper … 139

Unit24
Celebrity and
scandal 136

Writing skills
Preparing and writing a
presentation 141

Writing:
Giving
presentations

140

Using Grammar and Vocabulary
Dealing with problems: bear with me one moment, I’ve lost my train of 
thought … 140
Connecting with your audience: Now I know what you’re thinking. I would
imagine I’m not alone … 141
Asking for clarification: Could you go through that again? … 141

Tapescript 146
Grammar commentary 164
Groupwork 171

Review: Units 19–24 142

Unit23
Taboos and
embarrassing
situations

132


